CABINETRY & DESIGN
FULL STEAM AHEAD! Or convection...it’s your choice with
the Miele Contourline Combi-Steam Oven DGC 6700-1XL pictured on the right.
Has steam cooking made a comeback? The modern steam oven and appliances
are somewhat new. Having a dedicated steam oven that is also convection is
certainly new. But humans have been steaming their food for literally thousand
of years. In America, steaming pits were discovered in Arizona that dated back
10,000 years. In Italy and Sardinia, discoveries of stone aged steam cooking
have been made. Stoneware steam cooking vessels have been discovered in
Asia as well ,from 5000BC. So making a comeback? No, just continuing its popularity in our modern times.
As kitchen remodelers, we’ve encountered more interest recently in steam ovens from our clients. The pictures here are from one of our recent projects. In
speaking with the homeowner, the reasons for choosing a steam cooking element for their daily routine, spanned nutrition based reasons, reheating and
ease of use. Steaming food is a delicate means of cooking that retains nutritional content of food while keeping the food delicious and moist. The traditional
convection aspect of this oven allows for succulent results by combining the
moisture of steam, and the browning of baking, broiling or roasting, as well as a reduced cooking time. The steam oven
itself has many preset options for easy use. The oven can have a dedicated water line run to it, or in our customers’
case, she utilizes a refillable reservoir that is hidden behind the motorized control panel.
Miele’s innovative combination oven was designed with an extra large capacity and touts the ability to cook a full meal
simultaneously for 8-10 people. Clean up is a breeze as well, with the components being treated with a high end, patented non stick surface. General persistent soils can be cleaned up with water and a touch of cleaning liquid.
Check out Miele.com for more on their innovative products and the power of steam.

WHAT’S NEW: TWO RIVERS BUTCHER BLOCK
We would like to congratulate our clients, Chris and Candus Hall, on the launch of their
new company, Two Rivers Butcher Block. Two Rivers is hand crafting end grain cutting
boards in several sizes using a choice of walnut (pictured below), maple and cherry
woods. Their website went live earlier this month with gorgeous photos and interesting
information about their start up; its beginnings and what inspired them to bring their
artisan boards to the marketplace.
What makes their boards special? Two Rivers is creating end grain butcher block boards
with a level of finery and quality to last generations. What is end grain? Imagine a plank
of wood. The length of the board shows the linear grain of the wood. The end grain is seen at each cut end of
the plank. End grain allows for a knife to pass between the wood fibers rather than severing the wood fibers if
cutting across the grain pattern.
Each board is meticulously sanded to a silky smooth finish. It is so smooth
it is truly impossible to feel the distinction between the individual blocks
of wood. The boards are then sealed with food grain mineral oil and a mix
of natural waxes including bees wax to create a moisture barrier to protect
the integrity of the board and its natural beauty.
River Oak Cabinetry is pleased to have a board on display. Please check
out their new website to enjoy their unique, refined and functional
product offerings www.tworiversbutcherblock.com

DECIDEDLY DELICIOUS: CHEESY GARLIC PARMESAN SPINACH SPAGHETTI SQUASH
If you haven’t embarked on the spaghetti squash train...hop on with this recipe. This dish looks great served in
the squash shell, but combining everything and using a baking dish works well too. This is a versatile recipe for
vegetarians or meatless Mondays. It’s a nice side dish, or could easily be transformed into a heartier main
dish by adding chicken or shrimp.
INGREDIENTS:
1 medium spaghetti squash
2.5 TBSP minced garlic
1 tsp olive or avocado oil
5 oz fresh spinach, chopped
1/2 cup cream
1 TBSP cream cheese
1/2 cup freshly grated parmesan cheese, plus extra
for topping
salt and pepper, to taste
grated or sliced mozzarella for topping, to taste
PREPARATION:
Pre-heat oven to 400 degrees F.
Slice your spaghetti squash in half lengthwise and
scoop out the seeds.
Rub the cut side of the squash with a bit of olive oil
and place on a baking dish/sheet and roast facedown for about 40 minutes, or until tender and easily pierced with a fork. Cooking time will vary a bit
depending on the size of your squash, and larger
squash will need to roast a bit longer to tenderize.

Once ready, the once rock-hard exterior of the squash will be visibly softened
with a tender interior.
The squash can be roasted and stored in the fridge for a few days if you'd like to
meal prep and plan ahead for a speedier dinner.
While the squash roasts, start on the sauce.
In a medium pot or skillet, bring a drizzle of olive oil to medium-high heat and
sauté garlic until fragrant. Next add the spinach and stir until wilted. Add your
cream, cream cheese and parmesan cheese and stir well. Season with salt and
pepper to taste and remove from heat.
Once squash is done roasting, allow to cool until easily
handled and use a fork to separate and fluff the strands of
spaghetti squash.
Pour your sauce over each squash boat, stir to mix, and
top with a little mozzarella cheese and additional parmesan cheese, if desired.
Bake at 350 degrees F for around 20 minutes or until hot
and bubbly.
For a golden cheesy topping, flip your oven to broil on high
for just a minute or two until lightly browned.
Adapted from Peasandcrayons.com

ROC’D IN RIVER OAKS SUBDIVISION, NAPERVILLE
This remodel began with a nice sized space and
enough 1980’s style to look forward to demolition
day!
The footprint of this master bath remained the
same but with some updates. The shower, pictured
below, was originally enclosed
with walls. By moving the
plumbing to the opposite wall,
we were able to open up the
space, enlarge the shower and
allow more natural light into
the room in general.
The large double vanity is a
Countryside Cabinetry product
in hickory wood with an espresso finish. The fixtures are
Brizo oil rubbed bronze and the
hardware is on trend in a
champagne finish pull. The
mirrors are framed recessed medicine cabinets by Robern. The trim framing the mirrors finish the look and
creates cohesion with the cabinetry.
The undermount Kohler deep soaking tub was installed with relaxation in mind. The tub deck is topped in Vadara Quartz in Florence Gold. Porcelain tile with a demure matching pencil surrounds the tub. The tub is
framed in the same hickory wood as was used in the vanity.
The roomy shower offers a quicker level of relaxation with the same stylish accents. The marble arabesque
accent tile is bordered with the same demure pencil tile seen around the soaking tub. Niches provide toiletry
storage inside the shower. The shower is enclosed in glass with a bronze finish.
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A kitchen or bath remodeling project isn’t just a job. It’s an emotional
journey—one that should begin with partners you trust.
With a work ethic based on respect and design expertise rooted in
creativity, River Oak Cabinetry & Design offers the perfect balance
of practicality and originality.
It’s this real world understanding of how design relates to execution
that inspires the entire River Oak Cabinetry & Design family.
With 100% client satisfaction and an A-rating at Angie’s List,
you can be confident that River Oak Cabinetry will treat you with
the care and respect that you deserve.

Call us today for your free
design consultation.

